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Project
THERE’S A REASON WHY MORE AND
MORE AMATEUR ATHLETES ARE TURNING TO PROFESSIONAL TRAINERS TO
RETOOL THEIR WORKOUTS: IT’S THE
BEST WAY TO IMPROVE PERFORMANCE
by Aaron Gulley
after many years of trying,
I completed the Arizona Trail 300, a selfsupported mountain-bike race held on isolated singletrack in the Sonoran Desert. I rode
hard and finished first of 52 starters in a record time of 51 hours 59 minutes. But I missed
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my goal of finishing in under two days.
That got me wondering about what else
I could do to improve my time. For amateur
athletes like me, there’s a whole new world
of fitness devices and apps that can track key
metrics, from speed and mileage to heart rate
and power output. But as I learned through
experimentation, simply recording data
doesn’t do all that much for you. I needed a
way to interpret the numbers and tailor my
training accordingly. I didn’t need a new gadget or app—I needed a coach.
I’m not alone in thinking this way. Despite
the high monetary cost—personal coaching
starts at around $150 per month—more and
more amateurs are signing up to work with
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coaches who offer custom plans and feedback. “Over the past few years, we’ve seen
an increasing number of athletes seeking
coaches to help them interpret data from
devices like GPS and power meters to help
improve performance,” says Linda Cleveland, senior manager of coaching development for USA Triathlon. In 2013, Carmichael
Training Systems, an outfit based in Colorado Springs that has coached over 10,000
athletes, saw a client increase of 17 percent.
Most are thrilled with the results.
“According to our recent data,” says Jeff
Gaudette, an elite marathoner and owner
of the training website Runners Connect,
“advanced runners who turn to a coach see
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